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ABSTRACT

Title of Dissertation: The Study on Ningbo—Zhoushan Port’s Integrative
Development
Degree:

MSC

Ningbo-Zhoushan port lies in the coast of southeast China, on the mouth of Hangzho
u Bay, and is the position where the Yangtze River, Qiantang River and the Yong Ri
ver run together into the sea . This area is back onto the Yangtze River delta, and th
e T-type conjunction of the Yangtze River economic belt and the eastern coastal econ
omic belt. Its direct hinterland is one of the areas with the greatest economic vigor an
d potential for development, where the economic development level is the highest i
n China. Ningbo port and Zhoushan port adjoin, whose waterway distance is less tha
n 3n miles.
Ningbo-Zhoushan sea area locates on the conjunction of the main coastal channels an
d the “golden waterway” of the Yangtze River. It is 130n miles north away from Wu
songkou of Shanghai, 433n miles away from Tsingtao, 688n miles away from Qinhu
angdao, 824n miles south away from Guangzhou, 476n miles away from Xiamen. It
s distance of the international air routes from Hong Kong, Keelung ,Busan, Osaka an
d Kobe are less than 1000n miles, while its distance from the port of America , Ocea
nia, Persian Gulf, Eastern Africa , etc. is about 5000n miles.
With obvious advantages in its regional location, Ningbo-Zhoushan Port owns
unimpeded land and water transport. An all-positioned, stereoscopic transport n

iv

etwork of collection and distribution has taken an initial shape at Ningbo-Zho
ushan Port with highways, railways, airway, pipelines and water-to-water transf
er. In dock railways stretch to the dock apron and link with the national rail
way network, making it easier for inland provinces and cities to conduct expo
rt trade through the port. The in-dock railway station has been listed one of t
he railway container transport stations of the country. Highway network of Ni
ngbo extends in all directions, offering convenient door-to-door service for car
go transport. Shanghai-Hangzhou-Ningbo expressway and Ningbo-Taizhou-Wenz
hou expressway have all been open to traffic, linking Ningbo and the cities al
ong tightly. The great program will be completed in late 2007.Once completed,
the traffic time form Ningbo to Shanghai by land will be reduced to 2 hour
s, bringing the deep-water advantages of Ningbo-Zhoushan Port into further pl
ay.
Key Words ： Integrative development, Throughput forecast, Historic analysis,
Cooperation, Measures and advices
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Introduction

1.1 The background and significance of the paper’s title

Since the ministry of communications authorize to use the name “Ningbo--Zhoushan
port” at January 1st, 2006, in only one year more, the two ports get substantially and
all-azimuths success together. Following the direction of “Four Unification”1, those
important construction programs now advance in proper sequence.

Ningbo port has experienced three main stages: First, it's an inland river port,
became the coexistence of inland river port and estuary port,

then it

and now becomes

the coexistence of inland river port, estuary port and seaport. Ningbo port is the secon
d largest famous deep-water port next to Shanghai port in mainland China. Zhoushan
port works up from a fishing port to a port paying equal attention to fishery and cargo
transport. Zhoushan port is now one of the bases for mass bulk cargo (raw oil, mineral
, coal, etc.) transfer in Yangtze River delta and the regions along the Yangtze River.

The integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port satisfied the business development
background. It also has important meanings in improving the status of Zhejiang’s
ports and strengthens the regional competition power.

To speed up the exploitation

of the Ningbo-Zhoushan port’s resource, to strengthen the throughput of the port can
influence the transport and cargo turnover ability largely. Now the local government
tries to adjust the function and layout of the dock berth, optimizes the function frame
of the whole port, which will be very helpful to the development of local economy.

Though the speed of development in the integrative port is fast, it also faces up many
1

---program Unification, construction Unification, brand Unification, and management Unification
1

internal and external problems. To solve these problem and design the development
blue print will help the port find the right way of growing continues and healthy. Next,
I will tell my paper’s main missions.

1.2 The main missions of my paper

In my paper, I have three main missions.

First, I need to look back to the history of the integration progress of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port, and prove this integration strategy is right and suitable for
the future development of Ningbo—Zhoushan port.

Second, I should do a forecast of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s future throughput of total
cargo and container. And with the forecast result, I will make the recent development
goal and emphasis of the port.

The last big mission is to provide my measures and advice to the future development
of Ningbo--Zhoushan port. These measures and advices are given to deal with the
problems we meet in port’s integrative development, and they all have relationship
with the goal and emphasis I made before.

I can show the logistic relationship of my paper below:

Prove the integration progress suitable for the port’s development
↓
Forecast the throughput and make the recent goal and emphasis
↓
Provide my own measures and advices of port’s integrative development

1.3 The main content and methods of my research
2

1.3.1 The main content of my research

The main research objects of my paper are told in 1.2.

At the beginning of my paper, I first introduce my main methods and tools I will use
in my paper in chapter 2, and tell their principle and how to use them.

In chapter 3, my main mission is to prove that the integration strategy of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port is suitable for the port’s development, in this chapter, I
discuss foreign port’s experience and the reasons for our port’s integration analyze the
problems, which came across in the integration progress.

Moreover, in chapter 4 I try to form a gray model, which is used to forecast the port’s
throughput. I forecast the total cargo and container throughput of NB/ZS port1 in the
year 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010.

According to this, I give my ideas of

development goal and emphases in recent years.

In chapter 5, I put my emphasis on the new problems faced by the port in today’s
integrative development. Then I try to provide my own measures and advices, which
may solve the problems, or be avail to the port’s future development.

1.3.2 The main methods in my research

In my paper I will use the growth pole theory, point----axis gradually diffusing theory,
core—edge theory which will be introduced in literature review to analyze the
feasibility and the necessity of the integrative development of Ningbo--Zhoushan
port, and these theories are also the base of the port’ development strategy. Then I
formed a grey system model to forecast the total cargo throughput and the container
1

NB/ZS port is short for Ningbo--Zhoushan

port
3

throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port in 4 years. According to the forecast, I give my
ideas of development goal and emphases. In addition, I also use SWOT analytical
method to analyze today’s condition of this port in a simple way, which can lead to
my corresponding measures and advice.

We can see the problems and the main methods I use to deal with them in the table
1—1

Table 1—1 the main problems and the main methods in my paper
chapter

Problem or affair

Main method

3

Analysis on the reason of integration

growth pole theory

3

Solve the antinomy in integration

core—edge theory

process
4

The forecast of the port’s throughput

Grey forecast model

4

The development emphasis

point----axis

gradually

theory
5

The port’s development strategy

4

SWOT analysis method

diffusing

2 Literature review

2.1 Growth pole theory1

The idea of growth pole was first lodged by French economist F Perroux. He think
“the growth does not happen in all the places, but first happens in some growth points
or poles with different power, and then diffuses to other places by different channels,
and influences the whole region’s economy at last.” Years later, French geography
professor J Boudeville related the growth pole with cities and towns, and the centers
around them.

So now, growth pole includes two specific meaning: 1 A powerful force industry in
some economic space (in my paper, it’s shipping port industry); 2 A center city (in my
paper it’s shanghai international shipping center) which can centralize other cities
around. And in my paper I will use this theory to analyze some reason of the port’s
integration.

2.2 Point----axis gradually diffusing theory2

People who support this theory believe that because of the limitation of fund, if you
want to develop an area, you should put your emphasis on one or several points, and
then develop other around places’ economy with the high-level construction of those
points. It is just like the growth center in the growth pole theory.

The core of point----axis gradually diffusing theory is that the society’s economy
objects mostly centralizes in some point, and they build a organic space frame system
through line—shaped basic establishments.

1

Hou.J 2006(4/2) the growth pole theory and its usage. Economic digest

2

Lu.D 1999(5/3) regional development and its space framework science book concern
5

In addition, in my paper I will use this theory to work out the recent development
emphasis of Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

2.3

Core—edge theory

This theory has two basic elements: core and edge. The core region is a hypo-system
of social organizing, it can produce and attract a mass of reformation; the edge region
is another hypo-system, they depend on each other for existence, but the development
direction depends on the core region.

The core region has diffusion power assembly power. It means the core region can
assemble the human and economy resource, and it also has the ability to diffuse its
advantage industry to other place to confirm its status. I will use this part of the theory
to explain some problems of my paper.

In my paper the core region is Ningbo port and Zhoushan is the edge region. And I
will use this theory to solve the antinomy in port’s integration process.

2.4

Gray system model for forecast the port’s throughput

Chinese scholar Deng Julong lodged the gray system model in the 80s in last century.
The model is used to deal a system with inadequate information.

A system, if we know all the inside information, we call it white system; if we don’t
know anything about it, we call it black system; and if we just know part of the inside
information, we call it gray system. The gray system theory says that though the
surface of system is complex, the whole functionality must include some internal
rules; the pivotal problem is to choose the right way to find them. The main value of
the gray system theory is to find the mathematic relationship in or between the factors,
which based on the action character data of the society, economy, and space and so
6

on.

The system of the throughput of ports and containers has a complex system with
multilayer influence factors1. Either from the point of view of a single port or the
relationship between ports, and even the relationship between the ports and the
hinterland economy, the factors that influence the ports’ development is not so certain.
And the factors which influence the development of ports are influence the container
throughput of the ports. In addition, the container throughput is influenced by the
economic situation of the country (region) and other factors like the climate.
Therefore, the throughput of ports and the container belongs to the gray system, and
we can forecast them with the gray system forecast model.

In my paper, I will use the grey system model to forecast the throughput of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s total cargo and container in the year 2007, 2008, 2009, and
2010.

Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, I introduce 4 useful science theories and methods. They will all be
used in my paper to solve different problems or to support my point of views; we can
see the relationship in table1-1.

When I used them in my research and analysis I not only found they can help me to
deal with the problems but also they are proved to be scientifically right.

In a word these 4 theories and methods are my exoteric basis of my study (including
research, forecast, and measures). And I also use some other methods in my paper like
SWOT analysis method, they also helpful to me in some part of my study.

1

Commercial Times. 2004,No.5 http://www.ectime.com.cn
7

3 The reasons of the integration of Ningbo---Zhoushan port

3.1

The integrative forms and running models of foreign ports

3.1.1 The integrative forms of foreign ports

There are three forms in foreign ports’ integration. They are compactness mode,
elasticity mode and independence mode.1

Compactness mode
It means these integrative ports tackle key problems and make the development
strategy together. They share the benefit and suffer the risk together.

Such as New

York/New Jersey port, Belgian Antwerp/Ze Buhler hertz port. The Compactness mode
is the highest class of ports integration, and it needs adequate condition.

Elasticity mode
The same goal of each other help them to work together for the same benefit, and then
they may form a kind of relationship including competition and corporation. It can be
a government action or enterprise action. It has two forms: 1 several objects make an
alliance for the same goal of benefit. Each object has relative independence. For
example, the Tokyo gulf ports group. They formed the alliance to strengthen their
container transport power. 2 the objects are totally independent from each other, they
just corporate for some benefit, like Hong Kong port and Shenzhen port.

Independence mode
Their relationship first formed by the competition for the local and individual benefit,
they fight for the hinterland and the cargo source, and after long time of competition,
they achieve proper collocation of work division and resource, for instance,
Hamburger and Bremen port. They confirm their competition power in this way to
1

Transport Business China 2006.8
8

fight against Rotterdam and Antwerp.

3.1.2 Foreign integrative ports’ operating model

(1) New York/ New Jersey port model

New York/ New Jersey port is the biggest container port at the east coast of America,
its total external trade value account for 40% of the whole America. In the 40s of last
century, because of the market’s request, these two ports, which separately belonged
to New York and New Jersey, became one. Now the port has 4 container port zones, 2
in New York, and the other 2 in New Jersey1. A port management community of 14
people, 7 from New York, and the other 7 from New Jersey manages this port. They
are all appointed by their Chief Executive.2 After the integration of these two ports,
they strengthen their own advantages, and become one competition object, and got the
initiative place in the market fighting with other ports along the North—Atlantic
coast.

(2) Tokyo Gulf ports group model

Tokyo Gulf ports group includes 6 ports: Tokyo port, Chiba port, Kawasaki port, Yokohama port,
Genhaka port, Yokosuka port, they connect with each other. To upgrade the competition power,
these 6 ports form integrated to be one. They canvass and propagandize themselves together. This
multi-function complex system formed by 6 ports make the best use of the resource, and the
3

throughput is above 600 million tons in recent years. It’s now one of the largest ports of the
world, and also the important economic base of Japan’s development.
1

The port history of New York/New Jersey port ,History of the Port Authority, retrieved from the World Wide
Web: http://www.panynj.gov

2

Zhou Fu Bing. (2005). Discussing the modes of ports cooperative development. China Ports

3

Management Mode and Policy in Modern Port, Ports and Harbors in Japan, Ministry of Land Infrastructure and

Transport, http://www.mlit.go.jp/kowan/english/index.html

9

(3) Hong Kong- Shenzhen mode

This mode is controlled by enterprises, consisting of common managers and
shareholders from these two ports. The co-manager’s responsibility is to adjust the
business activities between two ports. And the co-manager can realize the maximum
efficiency by means of adjusting the production in these two ports.

As shown in Figure 3-1, Yantian port, Shekou port and Chiwan port located in
Shenzhen. As we all known, Yantian port and Hong Kong port are coordinated
developed. They are developing in cooperatively with a co-manager---HWL
(Hutchison Whampoa Limited). At the same time, Hong Kong and Shekou are
developing together with common shareholders-COSCO. Hong Kong and Chiwan are
developing together with a common manager-MTL. These two ports are coordinated
in the inner structure of these enterprises. To some extent, this kind of mode can avoid
resource waste.

Shenzhen Municipal Port
Administration Bureau

Yantian Port

Shekou Port

Chiwan Port

shareholder：

shareholder：

shareholder：

－HWL(73%);
－ Yantian (Shenzhen)Port
Group(27%)

－China Merchants Group
（32.5%）
－P&O Port Group （25%）
－ John Swire & Sons
(H.K.) Ltd (25%)
－Cosco(17.5%)

－Chiwan Port Group(55%)
－ Kerry Holdings Ltd
(25%)
－China Merchants Group
and MTL(20%)

Source: The data was from the official web sits of these three ports
Figure 3-1 The capital structure of the port areas in Shenzhen port

3.2

Reasons for the integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan
10

port

3.2.1 Strengthen the support effect of building shanghai international shipping centre

Based on the growth pole theory, the growth first happened in some points or poles
with different power, and then diffuses outside by different channels, and influences
the whole region’s economy at last. We can obviously see that, shanghai has already
became the leader in the shipping and port industry which is the powerful force
industry in China and Yangtze delta. So it also becomes a center city which can
centralize other cities around, we call shanghai the “pole”. To develop the whole
economy of this area, we should try our best to assist and help the “pole”—shanghai.

According to program, after the finish of the third period of Yangshan deepwater port,
the container throughput of Shanghai can step to 25--30 million TEU. And the series
of ports of Zhejiang and Jiangsu province are surely included in shanghai
international shipping centre. So after the integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port, we
can utilize our advantage of deep water, and develop the transportation of large
amount of bulk cargo or other kind of professional port like large coal port, oil port or
iron ore port. Shanghai cannot run the “large logistic” independently only rely on
Yangshan port, so it should integrate the resource of Ningbo--Zhoushan port. The
southern place to Ningbo, including Fujian, Jiangxi province and so on should also
work together with Ningbo--Zhoushan port to run their logistics industry. So NB/ZS
port will be an important part in Shanghai’s “large logistics” chain.

3.2.2 To satisfy the increasement of hinterland's container demand

The Yangtze delta centralizes the most busy and developed ports. From the data given
by professor Zong beihua (SMU), in 1997, the throughput of the 14 main ports in
Yangtze delta is totally 352 million tons. Then in 2005, it became 1420 million tons,
increased 4 times in 8 years. Also in 2005, the total container throughput of Chinese
ports is 71.8 million, including 27.6 million from Yangtze delta, accounting for
11

38.4%.
Professor Zong beihua forecasted that, in 2010 the total container throughput of
Yangtze delta would come to 405 million TEU1. So even the ability of the ports in
Yangtze delta increased two times in 2010 from 2005, Yangtze delta will still be lack
of cargo and container transport ability.

In a long time, the ability of the ports in Yangtze delta cannot satisfied the fast
growing need of containers and other cargo demand of hinterland. So I think though
the development of Yangtze delta depends on the competition, we should also
encourage “part integration” and avoid “Monopolization”. And the government
should design proper policy and programs to follow the trend.

It is the table of total cargo and container throughput of Yangtze delta in 2005 below:

Table 3—1 The container and cargo throughput of ports in Yangtze River Delta in 2005
Ports

Cargo

Annual

Throughput

growth

Container throughput
(10 thousand TEUs)

Annual
Growth

(10000 tons)

6

Shanghai

44317

16.7%

1808.49

24.2%

Ningbo

26881

18.9%

520.8

30%

Zhoushan

9037

22.5%

5.6

13.3%

Jiaxing

1704

26.3%

1.43

-13.4%

Whenzhou

3630

5.2%

23.02

9.5%

Nanjing

10700

11.3%

60.4

24%

Nantong

8327

15.4%

30.12

4.8%

Suzhou

11918

31.6%

75.2

45.2%

Taicang

1510

45.2

25.1

172.5

Zong Pei Hua. (2005). The analysis and solution of the over competition of Yangtze River Delta ports. China

Ports

12

Changshu

2050

26.4

12.4

40.2

Zhenjiang

5800

19.9

17.7

8.6

Jiangyin

4278

59.5

4.8

-4.65

Yangzhou

3500

17.1

16.0

22.1

Qinzhou

2290

21.5

4.16

66.4

Lianyungang

6016

38.2

100.5

100.2

Source: Report on the port and shipping development of shanghai 2005

From table 3-1, we can find that the annual growth of throughput in Yangtze delta is at
a high level, it means that the request for developing the ability of the ports in this
region is growing too. And after the integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port, the
container annual throughput will be over 1200 TEU1 in 3 years. From this point of
view, the integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port will to an extent relax the antinomy of
the growing demand of hinterland’s container and the low-level transport ability of
ports in this region.

3.2.3 To improve the international competitive power of Ningbo and Zhoushan

Ningbo port and Zhoushan port locate in the same sea area, use the same sea-route,
and share the same economic hinterland. After the “connecting islands program”2, the
coastal lines of Jingtang3 in Zhoushan and beilun in Ningbo will connect together.
With the development of the integration program of the two ports, we can adjust the
function of berths and the layout of the port; and on the base of unification program,
the two ports can carry out the construction and management programs together,
which will be reasonable and considerable.

Since the year 2002, the growth rate of container throughput of Ningbo port has got
1

Wu Ming Hua. (2005). Mutual benefit for the ports of Yangtze River Delta through cooperation. Maritime China
It’s a program to connect some islands of Zhoushan with bridges and transport networ. The government report of
Zhoushan city in 2005.
3
I will analyze the condition of Jintang Island in chapter 4.
2
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the first place in China, and the total cargo throughput of Ningbo port also came to be
one of top 3 in China. The high growing speed of Ningbo port indicates that the
market has great demand for the ports of this region. But for Ningbo, neither the
deep-water resource nor the land and labor force resource can satisfied this demand.
Especially in recent time, the ports are inverting to the logistic service centre, so the
problem of lack of resource for Ningbo is obvious and need to be solved on edge.

The abundant deepwater coastline resource in Zhoushan is a kind of powerful pledge
to support Ningbo port. To adapt the transport market’s increasing demand for
Ningbo--Zhoushan port, to improve the utilization of the port’s resource, we have the
reasons to integrate the Ningbo port and Zhoushan port. When we form a benefit
entirety of Ningbo and Zhoushan, we can transfer the external competition which
used to be out of order to an internal mutual invigorative and benefited one. So we
can say that the resource integration of Ningbo-Zhoushan port is an important strategy
to improve the competition power of both sides.

3.3

The concrete process of NB/ZS port’s integration1

At the beginning of 2003, the Communication Office of Zhejiang province did
research on <<The resource integration program of Ningbo--Zhoushan port>>. And in
august, the government of Zhejiang province found the Zhejiang Province Ports
Program and Construction Community.

On the July 4th, 2005, Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s integration leading community was
founded. On the October 24th, the Governor community meeting of Zhejiang province
discussed and passed <<The blue print of building the Ningbo –Zhoushan integrative
port>>. The community also denoted that they will try to finish the brand application
in the same year, and after the application, the Ministry of Communication will
publicize the name of “Ningbo--Zhoushan port”.
1

The progress is from the government report of Zhejiang province in 2006
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On November 6th, 2005, the government of Zhejiang province deliver to the Ministry
of Communication <<The request to publicize the name of “Ningbo--Zhoushan
port”>>. On 21st, the Ministry of Communication sent letter to Zhejiang province
saying that according to <<Port Law>>, the government of Zhejiang province can
authorization the name “Ningbo--Zhoushan port”, and no longer use “Ningbo port”
and “Zhoushan port”.

On December 6th, 2005, the government of Zhejiang province publicized the list of
members of “The management community Ningbo--Zhoushan port”.

On January 1st, 2006, the name of “Ningbo--Zhoushan port” became officially used,
and put in record by the Ministry of Communication.

It’s the date and related affair below:

Table 3—2 date and related affair in integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port
date

Main affair

The beginning of 2003

Communication office of Zhejiang province did
research on <<the resource integration program of
Ningbo--Zhoushan

August,2003

port>>

Zhejiang Province Ports Program and Construction
Community was founded

July 4th, 2005

Ningbo--Zhoushan

port

integration

leading

community was founded
October 24th ,2005

<<The blue print of building the Ningbo –Zhoushan
integrative port>> was discussed and passed

November 6th,2005

the government of Zhejiang province deliver to the
Ministry of Communication <<the request to publicize
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the name of “Ningbo--Zhoushan
December 6th, 2005

port”>>

the list of members of “Ningbo--Zhoushan

port’s

management community1” was publicized
January 1st, 2006

The name of “Ningbo--Zhoushan

port” became

officially used
Source: government report of Zhejiang province in 2006

3.4 The problems in integrative progress and the solution to them

3.4.1 Using “Both Benefits” policy to adjust the conflicts between two ports

One of the most important purpose of the integration is to get the “both benefit” (get
benefit together), and also improve the port’s competition power. But at the beginning
of the integration, there were a lot of problems, the competition situation of the two
ports was not totally changed, many conflicts happened between them. In order to
solve the problem, the government of Zhejiang province promulgated the “both
benefit” encourage policy, and it also improve the enthusiasm of the local
governments of the two ports.

According to the core—edge theory, the most important goal of “both benefit” policy
is to strengthen the diffusion effect of the core port, and at the same time, reduce the
assembly effect of the core port. In the other word, we can diffuse the advantage of
one port to two or more ports, in order to exert the core and edge ports’ advantage. In
this way we can achieve better entirety effective level. In the integrative development
of Ningbo--Zhoushan port, Ningbo port is the core port which has the core advantage;
Zhoushan is the edge port which is comparatively weak. Before the integration,
Ningbo port’s core advantages restrain Zhoushan port’s advantage to an extent. The
competition between these two ports weakened the entirety effect of the ports in the

1

The functions of the community is in Appendix 3
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same region. In today’s integrative developments, we can avoid the malignant
competition, and achieve the “both benefits” purpose.

3.4.2 The cooperation problem after the integration of the two ports

After the integration of the two ports, because of the regionalism, there are many
conflicts in the policies and economic affairs, and the development of the two ports is
independent. There is no systematic cooperation program; as a result, the
development speed of the integrative port was slower than forecasted before.

The right way to solve this problem is to strengthen the government’s macro-control1
power.

In the process of the port’s resource integration, the government of Zhejiang province
designs the development program from a “whole region economic development”
point of view. The whole region includes Yangtze delta economic region, national
economic region, and even Asia-Pacific economic region. In this way, the limited
investment fund and natural resource can be most effectively used. The government of
Zhejiang province also tries actively to get the support of the central government of
China.

By the resource integration and the cooperation of the two ports, we will construct
large-scale container port zones, and put emphasis on developing the container
transport business. But in this complex program, we need the support and cooperation
of the Check and Quarantine Department, Communication Department, finance
companies and also the information service from all aspects. So our government
should try their best to exert the adjust ability to provide necessary support.
1

Macro-contril of government means the governments adjusts and control the market or other condition with

policies or other useful measures. Demirci, E. (2003), Simulation Modeling and Analysis of a Port Investment,
Simulation
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Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, first I provide some successful example of foreign or national
integrative ports and their forms and operating models. I want to get good experience
from them.

And learn from them to get some useful things to do more effect

analysis on my topic.

Then I sum up 3 main reasons for the integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port. In these
reasons I think the most important one is to improve the international competition
power of Ningbo and Zhoushan, because our government of Zhejiang province want
to improve the economic condition of Ningbo and Zhoushan so they try their best to
push the integration program.

In the third part of chapter 3 we can see that this integration project began in 2003 and
finished in 2006. But in the integration process we meet some problems. So in the
next part I mainly talked about 2 main problems and the solutions. Some new
problems after integration and some unsolved ones I will deal with in chapter 5.
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The forecast of the port’s throughput and confirm recent goal

With regard to the port management, forecast is a very important tool, which can help
us to recognize and master the internal rules. For the port’s managers, forecast can not
only tell the cargo transport condition, the development trend of related market, but
also can be the basis of the decision making and management. There are many
methods to forecast a port’s throughput, such as analogy, extrapolation, and reason
and effect analysis. However, the forecast results of them are not so precise. So in my
paper, I use the “grey model” forecast method basis on the data of Ningbo--Zhoushan
port’s throughput in the year 1997—2006.

To analyze a port’s develop condition, we must forecast two main data: 1 total cargo
throughput 2 container throughput. Therefore, in my paper, I will use these two kinds
of data to form my grey forecast model. And I will follow a forecast route main in
ration analysis assisted by qualitative analysis.

I only forecast the port’s throughput in the year 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010. Because I
think, the accurate rate will be very low if I forecast more. And from the result of this
forecast, it fit perfectly with the history fact data. It means the model has high level of
reliability.

And now I will introduce the grey forecast model first.

4.1 The grey forecast model1

The grey forecast model is called GM for short. GM (1, n) means an equation forecast
model of one rank, n variable. I will introduce the GM(1，1) model, and use this
model to forecast the throughput.

1

Xu.l The grey forecast model, Chinese economic book concern
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And with the progression x (k + 1) = x (k + 1) − x (k ) , we can get the forecast

value of the year k+1

After I finish introducing the principle of grey model, I will do my key job – forecast.

4.2 The forecast of the container throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port

4.2.1 The construction of model
Basis on the container throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port in 1997—2006 (table
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4-1), we can form the grey forecast model GM (1, 1) for the 2007—2010 container
throughput.
Table 4-1 container throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port in 2000—2006
year

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Container

45.34

52.57

73.6

90.20

121.27

185.90

277.20

403

525

714

throughput

(10

Thousand
TEU)
source：《the stat almanac of Ningbo--Zhoushan

port》

Basis on the data in table 4-1, we can use the principle of grey model, and account the
coefficient a=-0.327956,u=5.1352, so we can get the grey forecast model for
Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s container throughput: y=15.696264e^(0.327956t)--（4）

4.2.2 Check the model

I will now use progression (4) y=15.696264e^(0.327956t)to get the 1997—2006
checking value, we can see them in table 4-2. The average comparative difference
value is 7.02%, origin precision rate is 97.75%, so the precision rate is very high, and
the forecast is believable.

Table 4-2 the checking value of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s container throughput from 1997 to 2006
year

Historic value

Checking

Difference value（%）

Comparative difference value

x ( 0) (k )

value

ε (k ) = x ( 0) (k ) − xˆ ( 0) (k )

（%）

ε (k )
x (0) (k )

xˆ ( 0) (k )

1997

45.34

51.15

1998

52.57

62.47

1999

73.6

76.3

12.8

5
.
8
1

18.83

9
.
9
0

3.67

2
.
7
0
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2000

90.2

104.0456

-13.8456

15.3

2001

121.27

143.7651

-22.4951

18.5

2002

185.9

198.6474

-12.7474

6.9

2003

277.2

274.4811

2.7189

0.98

2004

403

379.2644

23.7356

5.9

2005

525

524.0486

0.9514

0.18

724.1044

-10.1044

1.4

2006

714

In the year 2000, 2001 the Comparative difference value is high, that’s because
Ningbo port begins to build its new berths and ports. It means this mode can reflect
the history, so it’s very believable.

Now we use y=15.696264e^(0.327956t)to forecast the throughput in 2007,2008,
2009, and 2010 （t=11,12,13,14）
Table 4-3 The forecast value of container throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port in 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010
year

2007

2008

2009

2010

forecast

912.45

1161.92

1327.23

1589.81

value( 10
thousand
TEU)

4.3 The forecast of the total cargo throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port

4.3.1 The construction of model

Basis on the total cargo throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port in 1997--2006(table
4-4), we can form the grey forecast model GM (1, 1) for the 2007—2010 container
throughput.
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Table 4-4 total cargo throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port in1997—2006
year

1997

1998

1999

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

Total

68.1

90.3

109.2

128.3

173.6

212.4

258.7

301.1

363.1

421.4

cargo
throughput
(million
tons)

Basis on the data in table 4-4, we can get the grey forecast model for
Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s total cargo throughput: y=48.569967e^(0.201616t)---(5)

4.3.2 Check the model

I will now use progression (5) y=48.569967e^(
0.201616t)to get the 1997—2006
checking value, we can see them in table 4-5. The average comparative difference
value is 3.84%, origin precision rate is 98.75%, so the precision rate is very high, and
the forecast is believable.

Table 4-5 the checking value of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s total cargo throughput from 1997 to 2006
Historic

Checking

Difference value（%）

Comparative difference value

Value

Value

ε (k ) = x ( 0) (k ) − xˆ ( 0) (k )

（%）

x ( 0) (k )

xˆ ( 0) (k )

1997

68.1

70.1

-2

2.9

1998

90.3

92.4

-2.3

2.5

1999

109.2

110.5

-1.3

1.2

2000

128.3

150.5647

-22.2647

17.4

year

ε (k )
x (0) (k )
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2001

173.6

178.9431

-5.3431

3.1

2002

212.4

212.6702

-0.2702

0.13

2003

258.7

252.7542

5.9458

2.3

2004

301.1

300.3933

0.7067

0.23

2005

363.1

357.0114

6.0886

1.7

2006

421.4

424.3008

-2.9008

0.78

Now we use y=48.569967e^(0.201616t)to forecast the total cargo throughput in
2007, 2008, 2009, and 2010(t=11, 12, 13, 14)

Table 4-6

The forecast value of total cargo throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan

port in 2007, 2008, 2009, and

2010.

year

2007

2008

2009

2010

forecast

504.2729

599.3182

712.2775

832.81

value

After we get the forecast value of container and total cargo throughput we can make
proper and suitable goal and emphasis of the port’s recent development. I will do the
job in 4.4 and 4.5.

4.4 The recent development goal of Ningbo--Zhoushan port

We now get the forecast throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port, and we know that the
increase trend of throughput is obviously sharply. The container throughput will be
over 15 million TEU and the total cargo throughput will be over 832 million tons until
the year 2010. Therefore, in my opinion the main recent 3 goal of Ningbo--Zhoushan
port is as below:

Until the year 2010, Ningbo--Zhoushan port should be the international bulk cargo
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transport centre port and also the most important container main line port. The
container throughput should be over 15 million TEU, and the total cargo throughput
should be twice of 2006. And Ningbo--Zhoushan port should support shanghai
international shipping centre as a great deepwater external port. We should exploit
more port related resource such as transport network, new deepwater coastline to
support the quick development of NB/ZS port. We may put our emphasis on the
“ islands connecting project” in recent years， and then expand our business range
to cover the deep hinterland of Yangtze drainage area and the southeast Asia.

4.5 The emphasis of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s development in recent years

If we want to achieve the goal I mentioned before, we can not wait to do three main
things, that’s also the recent emphasis we should put our eyes on: 1 attract more cargo
resource and complete the cooperation network, 2 improve our service level and
transport network, 3 develop Jintang Island

4.5.1 Attract more cargo resource and complete the cooperation network

If we want to achieve this goal, we need to do three things below:

(1) Attract cargo resource of Yangtze river drainage area and complete the supporting
port system

Nobody can ignore the cargo resource potential of cities along Yangtze rive, the port
resource is also abundant, but many ports run in poor condition. So from my point of
view, Ningbo--Zhoushan port can use the strategy as: close ones →far ones, easy
ones→hard ones, centre→dispersion. For example, south Jiangsu area, which lies in
the lower reaches of Yangtze River, Wuhan port in the middle, reaches of Yangtze
River, and Chongqing port in the higher reaches of Yangtze River.
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How should Ningbo--Zhoushan port do to get the business from these areas? I think
Ningbo--Zhoushan port can buy their shares or cooperate with local big companies to
build new wharfs or enlarge some original wharfs. It is a reasonable way to develop
the cargo resource hinterland of Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

(2) Open the “direct river to sea” shipping lines

As Ningbo--Zhoushan port lies in the east coast of china, so the river ships cannot
directly reach our port and in today’s shipping market, the cargoes from Yangtze
River drainages mainly use river ships. The cost of ocean ships is higher than river
ships. Because of this, if Ningbo--Zhoushan port want to attract the cargoes from
Yangtze river drainages, it must help to develop several river→sea direct shipping
lines or even open some itself. But how? The answer is as below:

In my opinion, first Ningbo--Zhoushan port can cooperate with some big shipping
companies like COSCO to open some new river→sea direct shipping lines. And then
we also can provide preferential benefit for the potential original river→sea lines. In
this way, the river→sea direct lines can have good competitive ability against other
river lines. And for the time advantage in direct lines, we can get more cargoes from
the inner land of China.

(3) Cooperate with the supportable seaports

I think referring to the ports that can support Ningbo--Zhoushan port we may first
remember Wenzhou port, Taizhou port and Jiaxing port in Zhejiang province.
Wenzhou port and Taizhou port have economic developed hinterland city—Wenzhou
and Taizhou, so they have enough cargo resource. And Jiaxing port is close to south
Jiangsu and north Zhejiang, these two areas are the hinterland of Yangshan port, so
we may have direct competition with Yangshan port. But these three ports are all in
Zhejiang province, so if they can cooperate with Ningbo--Zhoushan port in an “all
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benefit” way, the antinomy with them can be relax, and the “1+3>4” complexion will
appear.

We can see clearly the location of these ports I mentioned above from figure 4-1

Shanghai

Yangshan port
Jiaxing port

NB/ZS port

Taizhou port

Wengzhou port

Source: the map is from http://map.sogou.com/
Figure 4-1 The location of ports near NB/ZS port

4.5.2 Improve our transport network

In my forecast, the total cargo throughput is over 832 million tons and the container
throughput is over 15 million TEU, they are both big figures. How can we afford so
many cargoes? Improve our transport network is very important.

First, we must improve the highway network, the “island connecting project” will
connect Zhoushan’s many islands and with the mainland. And if Ningbo city
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government’s “213” highway transport project1 will finish in time, it will also help a
lot.

Second, the railway network is also very important to attract the inner land cargoes. I
think our railway must connect to the main railway, which is through China from east
to west. And the old railway station of Ningbo city should be ameliorated, especially
the related establishments of cargo transport.

Last, seaway transport and aviation transport is also important. And I will talk about
the improvement measures of seaway transport in chapter 5.

4.5.3 Develop Jintang Island

2

I first provide a map of Jintang Island (figure 4-2). We can obviously see that Jintang
Island is between Ningbo port and Zhoushan port. So first, it can be a relation belt of
the two ports. After the “island connecting project” is finished, we can get easier
highway transport of the three islands.

And we can see from the map that Jintang Island has abundant deepwater coastline
resource. The average depth of the water around the island is over 20m, and the total
length of deepwater coastline is 20000m3.

1
2
3

The government web site of Ningbo
The introduction of Jintang Island is in appendix 4
The date is from <<Zhoushan port’s resource maps>>
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Zhoushan
port

Jintang Island

Ningbo port

Source: http://map.sogou.com/new/#c=13594125,3485375,10
Figure 4-2 the map of Jintang Island

Jintang Island can also support a lot in improving NB/ZS port’s throughput ability.
And

I

think

for

developing

Jintang

Island

we

should

concentrate on building international container ports, which are large, intensive and m
odernized, and JintangIsland will advance the materials flow industry and industry ov
erhanging the port energetically, which rely on the ports. Therefore, Jintang

Island’s

annual throughput will be 12.1-14.4 million TEUs annually, and 3 super raw oil docks
will also be built.

Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, the main mission for me is to forecast the total cargo and container
throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port. And then I work out the main develop goal and
emphasis of the port in recent years.
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First, I simply introduce the grey forecast model.

Second, I build the grey forecast model for container throughput and the total cargo
throughput separately. And then check the two models to see if they are precise
enough to be the forecast progression. At last, I forecast the throughput value of the
year 2007, 2008, 2009 and 2010.

Third, I confirm the recent development goal depending on the forecast result I get.

Last, according to the recent development goal I bring 3 emphases in recent
development and do some analysis of the concrete measures to complete the
emphases.
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5 Measures and advices for Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s integrative development

5.1 The problems we come across in the integrative development of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port

In this chapter first I will do part job of SWOT analysis---just analysis of “weakness”
and “threaten”. And in my opinion, the most important thing I must do is analyze the
internal condition of NB/ZS port’s development. And after the integration of NB/ZS
port we have and will have many new problems, and the most important problem is
the new competition situation, so if we want to get the proper development measures
we must first analyze it too.

5.1.1 Internal condition analysis

(1) The port management need better internal communication

When the integration of NB/ZS port develops, we cannot avoid the basic problems
such as the expanding land range of management, the increasing management content,
complex of people and so on. Though the Ningbo--Zhoushan port management
community has taken charge of the program management, the ordered development of
deep-water coastline and the producing system, the effect need to be checked.

(2) The weakness of the land transport ability and lack of hinterland

The main weakness of the land transport is the connection of the two ports. There is
sea between two ports, so if we want develop the fast logistics we must build
Highway Bridge over the sea. And the lack of hinterland is also a big problem in the
competition with Yangshan port.

(3) The lack of basic establishment
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The lack of port’s basic establishment is serious. In 2004, the designed cargo
throughput was 204 million tons, but the actual cargo throughput was over 300
million tons1. The condition was the same about container. The designed throughput
of container was 2.06 million TEU, but the actual one is 4.06 million TEU. So the
port is running out of its ability.

The big professional deep-water berths and the container ship berths are also not
enough, and the present berths can not satisfied the growth of foreign trade cargo
transportation. And at the same time, the construction of the industry section near the
ports and the logistics section also lag. The function development of ports’ storage
and trade, and the logistics industry chain has not been formed now.

（4）The software level of Ningbo--Zhoushan port is not high enough

To build international large port, we should consider not only hardware but also
software. And since the integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port is just finished the
software is not high enough.

Recently, the bonded zone of Ningbo--Zhoushan port sets as “port and zone
separated”. This setting makes the bonded zone not form an area closed for hinterland
but open for overseas. And many functions of bonded zone like export and machining,
transfer trade cannot rely on the port. So the attraction for the cargo source from
hinterland is low. So we need a more proper policy to improve the software level of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

(5) The developments of the two ports are imbalance

1

The 11th five-year Planning of Ningbo
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From the development situation and speed, Zhoushan port is obviously behind Ningbo
port. In 2006 the total cargo throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port was 420 million
tons, 320 million from Ningbo port; the container throughput is totally 7.14 million
TEU, but over 7 million TEU from Ningbo port. The deep-water coastline of Ningbo
port has already been developed, but in Zhoushan, the 175 kilometers long deep-water
coastline has only been developed by 10%. The imbalance of development will
influence the enthusiasm of the integrative development of the two ports.

5.1.2 The new competition situation after the integration

(1) The Aggravation of the competition of Yangtze delta ports

Shanghai port is building the status of international shipping centre with full power,
and the opening of Yangshan port made the step faster. Jiangsu province considers the
coastline integration, as the government’s keystone, and many new development
program of ports are ready to be discussed. So we can see that, the other ports in
Yangtze delta is one of the biggest external threats.

(2) The scramble of the hinterland resource of the east coast ports

To the south of Ningbo--Zhoushan port, there are many port of Fujian province and
Guangdong province (like Shenzhen). Their long-range hinterlands are the same as
Ningbo--Zhoushan port, such as Hunan province, Jiangxi province. And the in the
other direction—The Yangtze River drainage area is already the “orbit” of Jiangsu,
shanghai and even the ports in north China, they will never abandon these hinterland
resource.

(3) The competition from the Pusan and Kaohsiung

Pusan port in Korea and Kaohsiun port in Taiwan are the main competitors with
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Ningbo--Zhoushan port. Most of their transfer container comes from the mainland of
China. Though the growth rate of container throughput becomes slower then before,
they will still be the most competitors for Ningbo-Zhoushan port.

5.2 Idiographic measures and advices for the integrative development of NB/ZS
port

My measures and advices are based on the part of “SWOT” analysis and also the
development emphasis I mentioned in chapter 4. But here I not only tell the
development in recent years, but also the long-term strategy. Some of the measures
we may not have the qualification to do, but from my point of view, these measures of
advices are all very helpful to the integrative development of NB/ZS port.

5.2.1 Program integrative and establish benefit share system

To strengthen the port’s entirety and future program, we must follow the development
trend of delta economy and carry out the “both win” goal. To solve the benefit dispute,
we should overcome some man-made factors, and break administration delimitation.
To avoid the weakness in the port construction program, the government of Zhejiang
province must take the charge of organizing the related departments of the two cities
to promote the integrative development.

From geographical view, Ningbo and Zhoushan are in the same port section, and
share the same economic hinterland. So in my opinion we can follow the market
economic rule and the internal rule when we promote the coastline resource
development. So first, we can promote the diversification of port’s investors and
port’s construction management market-oriented. Government may organize investors
from China or other countries. We may even found a joint-stock company to deal with
the management and construction of ports; it may lead to the effective usage of port
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resource as well as the fund.

We know that Ningbo has obvious advantage in economic development, technique,
industry, management and so on. And Zhoushan has abundant deepwater coastline.
Therefore, both sides can promote the economic fast and continually development in
an “advantage complementation” way. So the two sides can learn experience from
each other and can help each other to remedy their weakness, that’s also a kind of
“benefit share”

In my opinion, recently we can follow the “New York/New Jersey” model; it means
we should promote the integration program without adjusting the administration
section. But we also should balance the benefits of two ports to improve their
enthusiasm.

Some port zones in Ningbo like Beilun and Daxie, their deepwater coastline resource
is nearly used up, so the government should consider encouraging and leading some
port related industries to move to Zhoushan, such as ship building and repairing
industry, export machining industry. In this way, on one side we can promote
Zhoushan’s economy, on the other side Ningbo can put their emphasis on improving
container transport and port logistic industry. As the provider of the deepwater
coastline resource, Zhoushan can share the port development, and get revenue from
“dependency tax policy1”. Besides, the government of province should also adjust and
organize the Customhouse, Frontier Inspection Department, and Merchant Inspection
Department to work together and improve their enthusiasm to help the port’s
integrative running.

5.2.2 Exert the advantage, compensate the weakness, and reply the competition of all

1

“dependency tax policy means the tax which belong to the dependency city”. Comtois, C., Integration of China's

Port System into Global Container Shipping, GeoJournal.
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aspects actively

(1) Exert port’s advantage

Ningbo--Zhoushan port has good natural resource basis. Though its hinterland is only
cover Zhejiang, Jiangxi and Hunan, Zhejiang is the main export machining section in
China, the speed of growth of export business is obviously fast in recent years. And as
the cost of labor force and raw material are cheap in China, the export business will
last growing in the future. This kind of cargo resource will also increase for a long
time. So it’s a big advantage and increase point of our port.

So the near future goal is to build the special berth for the 5th generation and 6th
generation container ships1. Relying on the advantage in the deepwater resource, we
should promote the port related industries’ development, and consummate all kinds of
service function in port. We also need to develop the industries, which are tight
related with port, such as petroleum and chemical industry, electric power industry,
steel industry, shipbuilding and repair industry, and container building industry. In this
way, we can form the port related industry zone, and gradually form the basis of main
energy sources, raw materials industry, advanced manufacturing, export machining in
China.

Besides, we should also build some port zone service establishments, consummate
service function. We can provide the examination and repair service, fuel and
replenishment of ships supply service, and the shopping and entertainment service for
the seafarer.

(2) Develop “Saozhoumen channel” to improve the transport capacity

The length of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s coastline is over 4000 kilometres, and there
1

The web site of Ningbo port
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are 591 producing berths, only 53 berths over 10 thousand tons, and it's the main
transfer hinge of oil and ore in Yangtze river delta. Before the integration of two ports,
the Xiazhimen channel is the only way to enter Ningbo port and Zhoushan port, but
the condition of the channel is not so good. It can only satisfy the 150—200 thousand
class ships to enter with the tide; over 250 thousand class ships need release itself to
enter with the tide.

As to fighter against other competitors, Ningbo--Zhoushan port need to expand its
transport capacity. As I forecast in chapter 4, the throughput of NB/ZS port will
increase a lot in recent years. As a result numbers of the ships which enter this area
will sharply increase, including many huge ships. So we must improve the transport
capacity of NB/ZS port.

A program to expand the capacity of Xiazhimen channel has started. The total fund
invest in this program will over 430 million Yuan, and if the program finished, the
channel can satisfied 300-thousand-ton class ships to enter with tide. But the transport
pressure of Xiazhimen channel will be bigger in the future, so we must build another
channel.

How to solve the problem? The answer is “Tiaozhoumen” channel. This channel
locates between Xiazhi Island and Liuheng Island, its direction trend is from southeast
to northwest, almost parallel with Xiazhimen channel. The ships enter the channel
from the southeast, and they can reach Dinghai, Shenjiamen, Jintang and Liuheng port
zone. If the ship goes farther along the channel, it can arrive Daxie, Beilun, and
Zhenhai port zone. The water depth in the channel is 17.8—24 metres, and it can
satisfied the 150—200 thousand class ships to enter with tide.

I think to develop and make the best use of the channel can to an extend relaxed the
crowd condition of Ningbo--Zhoushan port.
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We can see the concrete condition from the map of this area

Beilun

Zhoushan
city

port zone

Ningbo city

Xiazhimen
channle

Tiaozhoumen
channel

Figure 5-1 the map of Xiazhimen and Tiaozhoumen channel
Source: the official web site of Zhejiang province

From the map we can see that Tiaozhoumen channel is next to Xiazhimen channel, so
they have the same natural condition. In my opinion, developing and making the best
use of Tiaozhoumen channel can not only relaxed the crowd condition of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port, but also will have good influence on the development of the
islands around it.

(3) Adjust international shipping lines of NB/ZS port

Now, the main port zone, which takes charge of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s container
transfer transportation, is Beilun port zone. Beilun 1st container port and 2nd container
port are near each other, so they assemble some management advantages. With the
fast development of the foreign trade of Yangtze delta area, the quantity of containers
which enters Beilun port zone becomes larger too, and even beyond the port’s original
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designed capacity, so now the port’s establishment and other resource is also running
over its ability.

Nevertheless, the condition is opposite in Daxie port zone. The Daxie international
container port is far from Beilun. Though it has two 100-thousand-ton class berths, 7
bridge cranes, but there are only 3 shipping lines until March 2007. The modernized
establishments cannot be sufficiently used. So Ningbo--Zhoushan port need to adjust
international shipping line. But how? I will provide my thoughts for this problem
below:

First, the management community of NB/ZS port should make the layout of the port
zones rational. Encourage the large ships to use large berths and the small ships to use
small berths. I know its may hard to do, but if we have modern system, we my carry
out this assume. Then, move some main lines from Beilun port to Daxie port zone to
improve the usage of port’s establishments.

Besides the adjusting of international lines, I believe that the community should also
arrange the inner lateral lines to the Beilun 4th port. In this way, the lateral line ships
can avoid giving way to main line ships, so the loading and unloading efficiency can
be greatly improved.

With these acts, we can relax the waste of port resource caused by the over
centralization of shipping lines, and also can improve the working efficiency of ships
and accurate rate of lines.

5.2.3 Develop the cooperation relationship with Yangshan port

The throughput of Shanghai port and Ningbo--Zhoushan port keep increasing these
years. Though they both lie in the Yangtze river delta, their hinterlands of cargo
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resource are different. In my opinion, shanghai port can win over some transit cargoes
from provinces along the middle reach of Yangtze river. Before Yangshan port was
opened, Ningbo--Zhoushan port is the remedy for the shanghai port’s poor deepwater
resource. This mutual effect continues after Yangshan port was built.

It’s the table of Yangshan port’s 1st, 2nd, 3rd phase’s berths and throughput project:

Table 5--1 The layout of Yangshan Port

Construction

The year of completion

The berths will

TEUs (million)

be built
Phase 1

2005

5

3

Phase 2

2006

4

2

Phase 3

2010

9

5

Source: The data derive from the Layout of Yangshan Port done by Shanghai Municipal Port Administration
Bureau

From the table we can see that, after the construction of Yangshan port’s 3rd phase has
finished, the throughput of Yangtze river delta ports group can increase a lot. But the
main orientation of Yangshan port is just doing the international container transfer
business; the most important function is “water to water transfer”1. In another word,
Yangshan take part of the transfer business from Korea, Taiwan and other ports of east
China, so it is different from the developing direction of Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

Besides, Yangshan port can only afford the fifth and sixth generation container ships,
but Ningbo--Zhoushan port can afford larger ships, so cargoes from south Jiangsu
can go through Hangzhouwan bridge (in program) to Ningbo--Zhoushan port to
transit.

1
It means the cargo just transfer in that port from one ship to another. Zhou Fu Bing. (2005). Discussing the
modes of ports cooperative development. China Ports
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The relationship between Shanghai port and Ningbo--Zhoushan port is not a
malignant competition. They can cooperate and share the benefit. Ningbo –Zhoushan
port should try to be Shanghai’s external deepwater and transfer support port. At the
same time, Ningbo--Zhoushan port should strive for more international non-stop lines
to fetch up the lack of lines to west America.

5.2.4 Improve the software level of Ningbo--Zhoushan port

(1) Implement “combined port and zone” policy, improve the level of port’s software

The integration of Ningbo--Zhoushan port break the administrative districts, it’s a new
trial in port construction and management. So we should take this integration as a
break point, to implement the “combined port and zone” policy. “Zone” means
bonded zone.

Recently we still use the “separate port and zone” policy, as I mentioned before, it
against today’s port management trend, and may delay the development of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

“Combined port and zone,” means the running and management of bonded zone and
the port is combined together. It means we can just do customs clearance only once
and can deliver the cargo directly to the port zone from bonded zone. So in this way,
we can largely improve the transit efficiency of cargoes.

It’s a popular way in foreign countries. “Waigaoqiao bonded port zone” in shanghai
which founded in 2005 is the first “combined port and zone” in China. So I think
Ningbo--Zhoushan port should catch the chance of integration, and innovate in port
management policy to form an attractive “Ningbo--Zhoushan port bonded port zone”
to improve port’s international logistics ability.
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(2) Implement “quick customs clearance” service

One of the most useful way to improve Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s business service is
to provide “quick customs clearance” service.

“Quick customs clearance” means before the cargoes arrive the port, the related
companies input the electronic information; our Customhouse and Check and
Quarantine Bureau can first audit the information and after the cargoes arrive, the port
Customhouse and Check and Quarantine Bureau can just quickly check the cargo and
give green light to them. In this way, we can shorten the time of cargoes—related
things. So not only the efficiency will be improved but also can attract more cargoes
to use our port. Shanghai port has already provided this service.

(3) Develop the port’s producing service

Recently, by following the “Four Unification” policy (brand unification, program
unification, development unification, management unification)1, Ningbo--Zhoushan
port is improving its resource collocation and the service.

But in modern competition of port’s software, besides the common service provided
by the government, the producing service is more and more important. To improve the
producing service, we must try our best to develop the international transfer transport,
international delivery, and international procurement, international carrying trade, and
in

the

future,

we

may

even

provide

off

shore

service

if

possible.

But these producing services must rely on the “combined port and zone” background
and need support from tax and foreign exchange favorable policy.

And in my opinion, Ningbo--Zhoushan port has the advantage of close to the big city
1

Wu Ming Hua.(2006). Unscramble "The Ningbo Speed". Maritime China
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(Ningbo, shanghai), so we can sufficiently rely on the synthetically service and the
developed rapid transport network to improve the service level of ports.

Summary of the chapter

In this chapter, I do two kinds of analysis: 1 internal condition analysis, 2 new
external competition situation analyses. And I get some missions I need to solve in the
second part of chapter 5.

In chapter 4, I work out the emphasis in the near future. And in this chapter, I do a job
for farther future and try to do some more particular and strategic jobs.

These jobs include the political system，strength and weakness analysis, cooperation
with the competitors, and the software improvement. They may be the most important
things we must do in 10 or more years if we want to make Ningbo--Zhoushan port
become an international centre port.
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Conclusion

In my paper, I first analyze the historic condition of the integration of
Ningbo--Zhoushan port (chapter 3). I try to get experience from the history and
foreign countries. And then I do a forecast in throughput, this forecast helps me to do
the next work---to work out the recent develop goal and emphasis. And last, facing up
to the problems and hard competition conditions, I try to find some suitable measures
and advice for Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

I will give a short conclusion of my paper’s main content below.

Though we have suffer a lot of problems in the integration progress of
Ningbo--Zhoushan

port, and we even will meet more difficulties in integrative

development of the port, we must be confident that this integration strategy can
sharply improve the total condition of Ningbo--Zhoushan

port. Because the

integrative development is proved to be suitable for our city’s economic condition (I
have proved it with the theories mentioned in chapter 2), and we have already seen
some fruit we want.

As I forecast in chapter 4, the total cargo throughput of Ningbo--Zhoushan port will
achieve 712 million tons and the container throughput will be over 19 million TEU in
2009. There is a huge gap between the set goal and the real situation. So in my
opinion, we must fist improve the port’s endurance, it means to improve our port’s
inner ability. As I analyzed in chapter 4 and 5, we should not only exploder new port
resource (such as Jingtang island port I mentioned in chapter 4), but also ameliorate
our original establishment and condition (as I mentioned in chapter 4 and 5).

On the background of China’s economic reform and opening-up policy, our domestic
ports are confronted with competition not only from domestic ports but also from
their counterparts in other countries, especially in neighboring countries, for example,
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Pusan, Kaohsiung, Singapore, and Tokyo. So if NB/ZS port could not satisfy the
demand of goods transport, it would be unable to attract international transit goods
and its own good resources would also be diverted to other ports. In such
circumstances, national transportation security would be threatened. Therefore, I think
Ningbo--Zhoushan port should cooperate with shanghai port to reasonably develop
the cargo resource and achieve a regional scale economy. Referring to how to
actualize this cooperation, I have do some research and analysis in chapter 5.

It is an opportunity as well as a challenge for Ningbo--Zhoushan port to run
integrative development, and we may have more problems in the future, but I think if
we all have the confident to overcome them and work out suitable measures to solve
them, our port will surely be an international large port in the future.
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Appendix 1 The natural condition of Ningbo--Zhoushan port1

The sea area of Ningbo--Zhoushan region is from the flower bird island which is east
to the hangzhou bay to the bull island in Shipu, it’s 220km from the north to the south;
the coast line is 1457km. And has the natural Characteristics below:

1 The coast line is flexural, there many small islands, and the port coast line resource
is abundant. There are many bays like Hangzhou bay, Xiangshan bay, Shipu bay and
so on, the main rivers which run to the sea are Qiantang river and Yong river. There
are 1910 islands along the mainland coast, forming a natural barrier against the ocean
wave. Many islands have deep water coast line which is over 10 meters. So it’s a
suitable region to build ports; but many islands are lack of necessary hinterland.

2 This region has large tidal range and the wave of tidal is also strong. The depth of
beach groove of the coast is stable. The average tidal range is 1.8—3.5m, suitable for
the ships to enter the port.

1

The official web site of Ningbo--Zhoushan

port http://www.nb-zsport.gov.cn/html/nb-zsport/gb2312/
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Appendix 2 Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s layout1

Ningbo--Zhoushan port has two ports sections：core section and periphery section.
The core section includes Beilun section, Jintang section, Daxie section, Chuanshan
north section, Zhenhai section, Dinghai section, Laotangshan section and Shenjiamen
section. Beilun section and Jintang section take the charge of international container
transportation and large amount of bulk cargo and the transfer transportation. Daxie
section mainly take the charge of the transport of raw and processed materials and
finished product for industry companies. Zhenhai section is mainly professional on
the oil and LPG bulk cargo transportation and transformation. Laotangshan section is
used for the transformation and storage of the coal and oil. The periphery port section
includes Meishan section, Xiangshan section, Shipu section, Gaoting section, Jushan
section and so on.

It’s the main infrastructures of Ningbo Port——Zhoushan port below, we can know
clearly the information about the berth of Ningbo--Zhoushan port.

TableA-1 The main infrastructures of Ningbo Port——Zhoushan port
Berth Type

The Berth

The Length of

The depth of berth

Tonnage Class

number

Total Berth (m)

(m)

(10000tons)

Crude oil

8

8903

13-20

3\5\25

Container

12

3838

13.5-17

3\7.5

Iron ore

5

1361

12-20.5

2.5-20

Product oil

2

580

9.5-14

Coal

8

1808

7-15

0.3-6

Liquefied

4

803

7-14

0.5\1\5

12

1804

5.5-11.8

Chemical
Multi-function
1

The official web site of Zhejiang province government. http://www.Zhejiang.gov.cn/gb/zjnew/index.html
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Foodstuff

2

500

7-15

4\8

Passage

5

200

3.8

0.1

Car ferry

2

100

4.5

0.3

Source: The official web-site of Ningbo port http://www.nbport.com.cn/index.php
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Appendix 3 The functions of Ningbo--Zhoushan port’s management community1

The government of Zhejiang province accredits the Ningbo--Zhoushan Port
Management Community to carry out the following functions:
1 to take the charge of program and management of the exploration of the deep water
coast line;
2 correspond some big integrative construction program;
3 take the charge of collecting, reporting, issuing the stat data of the integrative port;
4 correspond the propagandas work and Negotiation work.

And the community will try the best to shorten the transition time of integration,
to achieve the real integrative management.

1

The No.8 report of Ningbo harbor bureau
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Appendix 4 The introduction of Jintang Island1

Jintang-Island locates in 29°58’-30°05’N, 121°50’-55’E, which lies in the central part
of the coast of southeast China, on the south of the mouth of the Yangtze River, on the
outer margins of the Hangzhou Bay, and it is where the Yangtze River, Qiantang Rive
r and the Yong River reach the sea. Beside Jintang-Island, there are large or medium-s
ized cities like Hangzhou, Ningbo, et al., and extensive interior areas like the Yangtze
Delta and the Yangtze River valley. Jintang-Island is 3.5 kilometers away from the Bei
lun port in Ningbo, which faces Jintang-Island across the sea and both stand in the sea
area. And it is 76 kilometers from the deep-water outer ports of the Shanghai Internati
onal Shipping Center. Jintang-Island is attached administratively to Jintang town, Din
ghai area, Zhoushan city, Zhejiang province. It covers an area of 77.85 square kilomet
ers, and is the fourth biggest island of Zhoushan city. Jintang-Island is the ideal place t
o build the super-container transfer port, mass bulk cargo transfer port and industry ov
erhanging the port.

Resources of Deep-water ports in Jintang-Island.

Jintang-Island has the natural advantage to build ports. The length of the coastlines of
the whole island is 49.2 kilometers, thereunto 15.7 kilometers deep-water coastlines,
which can be exploited to more than 15 meters, distribute mainly on the southwestern
and southeastern coast, and the 20 meters depth contour is about 200-600 meters away
from the coast. In Jintang-Island, there are long and straight coastlines, and the water
is deep and flows fluently, and the coastlines are stable. As there are mass islands and
islets play the roles of natural barriers, the ports can work 300-330 each year. The searoutes are expedite, and the water will not freeze the whole year. There are favorable s
uper-anchorage ground and anchor work area.

1

Dong Jie . (2007). The competition of ports in Yangtze River Delta. Shipping Exchange Bulletin
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The basic facilities in Jintang-Island are gradually improved. There are 35KV substati
ons on the island, which are connected with the electricity networking in Huadong an
d Zhoushan through overhead wires of sea cables. The water resource is abundant ther
e as the total poundage of the whole island is 7.886 million square kilometers. Comm
unication is through fiber, digital and broadband technology, and the whole town is wi
th IT application and modernization. On the island, there are roads above Grade-III sta
ndard connect every village, and there are buses, ferries and liners connect Shanghai,
Ningbo, Dinghai, et al.
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